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Preface: About This Manual

This manual was written from the point of view of departmental academic personnel staff, focusing on stepby-step instructions to help them create review files and shepherd them through the departmental review
process.
The steps completed by other roles (e.g., Committee members, Voting Faculty, Department Chair, Dean
Staff) are also shown so that departmental AP staff can get a more complete picture of AP On-Line
Review, and so that the manual can serve other roles.
Each section corresponds to one of the major processes completed in Review: file preparation,
departmental review, campus review, and review by the person with final authority for the action.
Each section shows the screens and instructions for most of the roles involved in a given process, in the
order in which they occur. (Screens are not shown for certain roles, but appropriate information is provided
at those points in the process.)
Conventions used in previous editions remain the same:
•

Information highlighted in yellow pertains to actions that must be completed outside Review.

•

A red arrow (►) indicates points that are especially important to be aware of.

•

For the sake of brevity, AP On-Line Review is generally referred to simply as “Review,” the
Committee on Academic Personnel is referred to as “CAP,” and the Executive Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs is referred to as the “EVC.”

If you are using this manual online, links in the table of contents, at the beginning of each section, and
within the text will take you to the appropriate part of the manual.
If you print a copy, note that the pages are laid out to accommodate duplex (back-to-back) printing to save
paper, if your printer supports that function. It is recommended that you print the manual in color in order to
easily see highlights, arrows, and material circled in red on the screen shots.
The manual is organized so that you can put it in a binder with tabbed dividers for different sections for
easy reference.
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Section A – Introduction to Review
This section includes:
About AP On-Line ...............................................................................................................................A-1
Accessing Review...............................................................................................................................A-1
Assignment of roles in Review ............................................................................................................A-2
Types of files that can be processed in Review................................................................................... A-3
Preparing documents for uploading into review file .............................................................................A-6
Individual documents vs. bundled documents .....................................................................................A-7
Candidate certifications.......................................................................................................................A-7
Notifying other roles to take action ......................................................................................................A-8
Steps that must be completed outside Review ....................................................................................A-8
How to get more help with Review ......................................................................................................A-8

About AP On-Line
AP On-Line is a UCSD business system for electronically processing academic personnel actions. It is
a suite of services that currently includes AP On-Line e-Recruitment Plan (for submitting recruitment
plans), AP On-Line Recruit (an online job application system), and AP On-Line Review (for processing
review files).
This manual deals only with Review. Separate user guides for e-Recruitment Plan and Recruit are
available on the AP On-Line User Information page on the Academic Personnel Services Web site.

Accessing Review
In order to access Review, you must be registered for Single Sign-On, UCSD’s “gatekeeper” for access
to campus business systems. If you are not yet registered, instructions for registering are available on
Blink at:
http://blink.ucsd.edu/Blink/External/Topics/Policy/0,1162,14006,00.html
Single Sign-On requires a user I.D. and a password. It is extremely important not to share your
password with anyone, because doing so allows them access to all your personal information, as well
as the information in Review.
You also need to be assigned a “role” in Review (see below), which will determine what materials you
can see and what actions you can take.
Once you are registered for Single Sign-On and have been assigned a role, you can log on to Review
at https://www-act.ucsd.edu/apol/
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Links to Review and the other AP On-Line services are also available on the Academic Personnel
Services home page.

Assignment of roles in Review
The role you are assigned in Review determines which tasks you can perform and which
screens you can see.
Department Security Administrators (DSAs) are responsible for assigning the roles of Department
Chair, Department Staff, Dean, and Dean Staff.
The Candidate role is automatically assigned to academics for whom Academic Personnel Services is
the office of record. This is done via a data table maintained by APS. New academic appointees
receive access to Review as soon as they are assigned a UCSD employee ID number.
A few roles are assigned temporarily for the purpose of processing a single file. These roles are
Department Ad Hoc Member and Voting Faculty, which are assigned by the Department Staff or
Department Chair; and the Candidate Alternate role, which is assigned by the Candidate.
The roles currently available are listed below. More roles will be added in future phases.

► “Role families” are pairs of roles in which one role can replace or delete documents uploaded
by the other. Role families are indicated by brackets.
Candidate: The role assigned to the academic appointee under review.
Candidate Alternate: The role assigned to a person chosen by the Candidate to assist with compiling
and uploading documents for the review file. This person should be a faculty assistant, if possible. A
Candidate may designate more than one Candidate Alternate.
Department Staff: The role assigned to department staff members responsible for assembling and
processing review files. More than one person in a department may be assigned this role.
Department Chair: The role assigned to the actual Department Chair. Only this role can sign
departmental recommendation letters.
Department Committee Member: The temporary role assigned by the Department Chair or
Department Staff to faculty members serving on a departmental review committees.
Voting Faculty: The temporary role assigned by the Department Chair or Department Staff to faculty
members eligible to vote on a particular file.
Dean Staff: The role assigned to Deans’ staff members responsible for screening incoming review files
and coordinating Deans’ assessment of and action on these files.
Dean: The role assigned to the actual Dean. Only this role can sign the Dean’s final action letter or
recommendation letter.
Division Committee Member: The temporary role assigned by the Dean or Dean Staff to faculty
members serving on divisional review committees.
CAP Chair: The role assigned to the current CAP chair. Only this role can sign CAP recommendation
letters.
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CAP Staff: The role assigned to Academic Senate personnel who assist the Committee on Academic
Personnel.
CAP Member: The role assigned to current CAP members.
APO: The role assigned to Academic Personnel Services staff members.
EVC: The role assigned to the current Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. Only the EVC
role can sign letters requesting additional information, preliminary decision letters, and EVC final action
letters.

Types of files that can be processed in Review
The chart below lists the actions available in AP On-Line Review.
Please note that the following actions cannot be processed in Review.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actions for academics with joint appointments or split appointments
Actions for series that are reviewed by campus-level panels/committees other than CAP
(e.g., AARP, PSSRP)
Actions for series that are reviewed by CAP and are Dean’s Authority (e.g. Research
Scientist, Continuing Lecturers)
Career equity reviews (CER)
Terminal reappointment
Retention or pre-emptive retention

Action code in AP OnLine Review

Description of Action

Merit

ABOVE-SCALE MERIT

Merit advancement to an above-scale salary (Action always requires campus
review)

ACCEL ABOVE-SCALE
MERIT

Accelerated merit to an above-scale salary (Action always requires campus
review)

ACCEL FURTHER ABOVESCALE MERIT

Accelerated merit for candidate who already has an above-scale salary
(Action always requires campus review)

ACCEL MERIT

Accelerated merit
(Action always requires campus review)
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ACCEL MERIT + OFFSCALE

Accelerated merit with a market offscale salary or new bonus offscale salary
component

FURTHER ABOVE-SCALE
MERIT

Normal merit advancement for a candidate who already has an above-scale
salary (Action always required campus review)

MERIT – CAMPUS REVIEW

Normal merit (at any rank) requiring campus review

MERIT - CONTESTED

Dean disagrees with department’s proposed action, and the file becomes a
Campus Review action

MERIT – DEAN’S AUTH

Uncontested normal merit at Associate or Full rank
(If dean agrees with action proposed by department, it is "uncontested")

MERIT + OFFSCALE –
DEAN'S AUTH

Dean's authority normal merit with a market offscale salary component

MERIT + OFFSCALE –
CAMPUS REVIEW

Any normal merit with a new bonus offscale salary component.

Reappointment and merit

ACCEL REAPPT/MERIT

Accelerated reappointment and merit (Action always requires campus review)

ACCEL REAPPT/MERIT +
OFFSCALE

Accelerated reappointment and merit with a market offscale salary component
or a new bonus offscale salary component (Action always requires campus
review)

REAPPT/MERIT – CAMPUS
REVIEW

Uncontested reappointment/normal merit after first review at Assistant rank

REAPPT/MERIT – DEAN'S
AUTH

Uncontested reappointment/normal merit at first review at Assistant rank, and
reappointment/normal merit for appointees with term end dates in all ranks

REAPPT/MERIT +
OFFSCALE – CAMPUS
REVIEW

Reappointment and normal merit with a market offscale salary component or a
new bonus offscale salary component

REAPPT/MERIT +

Dean's authority reappointment/normal merit, with a market offscale salary
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component

Reappointment/Merit/Appraisal

APPRAISAL

Appraisal of candidate’s career to date (Always requires a campus review)

ACCEL
REAPPT/MERIT/APPRAISAL
– CAMPUS REVIEW

Reappointment, accelerated merit, and appraisal of candidate’s career to date

ACCEL
REAPPT/MERIT/APPRAISAL
+ OFFSCALE – CAMPUS
REVIEW

Reappointment, accelerated merit, and appraisal of candidate’s career to date,
with a market offscale salary component.

REAPPT/MERIT/APPRAISAL
– CAMPUS REVIEW

Reappointment, normal merit, and appraisal of candidate’s career to date

REAPPT/MERIT/APPRAISAL
+ OFFSCALE – CAMPUS
REVIEW

Reappointment, normal merit, and appraisal of candidate’s career to date, with
a market offscale salary component or a new bonus offscale salary component

REAPPT/APPRAISAL –
CAMPUS REVIEW

Reappointment and appraisal of candidate’s career to date

REAPPT/APPRAISAL +
OFFSCALE – CAMPUS
REVIEW

Reappointment and appraisal of candidate’s career to date, with a market
offscale salary component or a new bonus offscale salary component

Promotion

ACCEL PROMOTION

Accelerated promotion (Action always requires campus review)

ACCEL PROMOTION +
OFFSCALE

Accelerated promotion with a market offscale salary component or a new
bonus offscale salary component (Action always requires campus review)

PROMOTION

Promotion (Action always requires campus review)

PROMOTION + OFFSCALE

Promotion with a market offscale salary component or a new bonus offscale
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salary component (Action always requires campus review)

No change

NO CHANGE – CAMPUS
REVIEW

Uncontested No Change after first review at Assistant rank, contested No
Change at any rank, second consecutive No Change at any rank

NO CHANGE – DEAN'S
AUTHORITY

Uncontested No Change at first review at Assistant rank, and uncontested No
Change at Associate and Full ranks

Reappointment only

REAPPOINTMENT –
CAMPUS REVIEW

Reappointment after first review at Assistant rank

REAPPOINTMENT –
DEAN'S AUTH

Reappointment at first review at Assistant rank

To Be Determined

TBD

Select this action when creating a file and the proposed file action is unknown.

Preparing documents for uploading into review file
Review file documents (employment history, teaching evaluations, etc.) must be created outside
Review. You can create a Word document, convert it to a PDF file, and upload the PDF into the online
review file. This is the preferred method, since converted Word documents are searchable, and CAP
and other reviewers frequently want to search files for specific information. You can also scan an
existing paper document to create a PDF and upload that PDF, but scanned documents are not
searchable.
The complete instructions for uploading PDFs into a review file are provided in the File Preparation
section of this manual.
It is important to name PDFs in a way that lets you and others easily identify them. For example, the
names for CAPE report PDFs should include the candidate’s last name and the class name, number,
quarter, and year (e.g., JONES CAPE - CHEM 202 SP 09). This makes it clear what each document is
and lets you easily determine whether documents are listed in the correct order in the online file.
Although it is possible to include multiple documents (e.g., several CAPE reports) in a single PDF, it is
recommended that you not do so. Departmental recommendation letters often make references to
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specific documents, and it is easier for reviewers to locate an individual document in the file than to
hunt for a specific section in a long PDF containing several documents.
There are also limitations on PDF size. In order to ensure that PDF documents are not unnecessarily
large (thereby creating PDF bundling problems in Review), a size limit of 20 megabytes has been
established for each PDF uploaded into Review. While it is important that PDFs not exceed this size
limit, they still must be clear and readable. Guidelines for setting up your scanning hardware and
software to keep document size to a minimum are provided in Appendix 3, “Document Scanning
Guidelines.”

► Note: Publications should never be uploaded as documents in the review file.

They may either be
submitted separately as paper documents, or you can store electronic documents in a “drop box” and
create a link to it in the Bibliography section of the Biography and Bibliography form. Instructions for
doing so are available on the Forms and Examples page of the Academic Personnel Services website
(http://academicaffairs.ucsd.edu/aps/advance-train/forms.html). Open the “Reviews” drawer on this
page, go to the “UCSD Biography and Bibliography” box (top row), and click “Submitting Publications
Electronically.”

Individual documents vs. bundled documents
In the file preparation stage of the review process, when the review file is being constructed, documents
are uploaded as individual PDFs that can be replaced as needed. However, once a Candidate certifies
the file for departmental review, all the individual file documents are “bundled” into a single PDF (with a
bookmark for each document), and individual documents can no longer be changed or replaced.

Candidate certifications
Just as for PDF files, Candidates are requested to sign certifications in Review at certain points during
the review process in order to confirm that they are aware of their rights and that University procedures
have been followed. The titles of the certifications in Review are different from those used in PDF files,
and a new certification has been added.
For PDF files, three certifications are used:
•

Certification A: Candidate’s certification statement for academic personnel review file prior to
determination of departmental recommendation

•

Certification B: Candidate’s certification statement for academic personnel review file after
determination of departmental recommendation

•

Certification C: Certification of materials added to academic personnel file after file has been
forwarded to Academic Personnel Services

In Review, four certifications are used:
•

Certification of Departmental Review: The Candidate electronically signs this certification to
confirm that file is complete and ready for departmental review.

•

Certification of Departmental Committee Report Access (new certification): If a departmental
committee report has been added to the file, the Candidate electronically signs this certification
to verify that he or she has been offered access to a redacted version of the report.
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•

Certification of Departmental Recommendation Access: After the department has determined
its recommendation, the Candidate electronically signs this certification to verify that he or she
has been offered access to the departmental recommendation letter.

•

Certification of Additional Materials: If new material is added to the online file after it has been
submitted for review by CAP and the EVC, the Candidate signs this certification to verify that he
or she is aware of the additions and has been offered access to them.

In Review, all certifications can be re-signed and replaced in the file as necessary. For example, if a
new student testimonial letter is added to the file after the Candidate has already signed the
Certification of Departmental Review, this certification should be re-signed and replaced.
Certifications are not included in the bundled review file; they are stored separately. However, you can
see a listing of all notifications sent and all certifications signed, with a time and date stamp displayed
for each, on the review file detail screen, as explained in more detail later in this manual.

Notifying other roles to take action
At certain points in the review process, one role (such as Department Staff) may need to notify another
role (such as Candidate) that a certain action needs to be taken—for example, that a certification needs
to be signed. At these points, the sender is prompted by Review to choose a notification type (e.g.,
“Notify Candidate Dept Rev Cert”) onscreen. The notification will appear in a pop-up window. It will
contain required information that cannot be changed, but the sender can add details in a message box
provided above the notification text.

► It is recommended that you always include your name and contact information in the message box.
Steps that must be completed outside Review
There are certain steps, such as notifying Candidates that they are due for review and conducting a
faculty vote, that currently must be completed outside Review via e-mails, phone calls, or meetings.
Such steps are highlighted in yellow in these instructions.
For example, the department will notify the Candidate outside of Review that the departmental
recommendation has been determined, and the Candidate may be invited to meet with the department
chair in person to discuss the recommendation before the review proceeds.

How to get more help with Review
If you have general questions regarding completing academic personnel processes, please contact
your dean's office.
If you have questions regarding technical issues or error messages in Review, or if you want to make
an appointment for personal, on-site assistance from Academic Personnel Services staff via the AP
Assists program, please call Ext. 40068.
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To submit questions and receive a telephone or e-mail response, use the " Feedback" link at the
bottom right-hand corner of each page of the AP On-Line Review application.
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Section B – File Preparation
This section includes:
Notifying the Candidate that a review is due .......................................................................................B-1
Logging on to Review .........................................................................................................................B-1
Creating a new review file ...................................................................................................................B-2
Opening the review file .......................................................................................................................B-5
Uploading documents to the file ..........................................................................................................B-6
Reordering, replacing, and deleting documents in the file ................................................................... B-9
Verifying that all documents have been uploaded ............................................................................. B-10
Notifying the Candidate to inspect the file and sign the departmental review certification ................. B-11
Candidate’s inspection of file and signing of departmental review certification .................................. B-13
File views and file tracking ................................................................................................................B-18
Addendum – Handling of External Referee Letters ........................................................................... B-21

Notifying the Candidate that a review is due
The department notifies the Candidate outside Review that he or she is due for review.
This step should be completed by whatever method the department currently uses, and at the correct
time to ensure compliance with departments’ and Deans’ deadlines. (In a future phase of Review
development, departments will be able to notify Candidates electronically that they are due for review.)

Logging on to Review
As detailed in Section A, you must be registered for Single Sign-On and have an assigned role in
Review in order to log on.
1. Paste the following URL into your browser: https://www-act.ucsd.edu/apol/
(A link to Review is also provided on the Academic Personnel Services Web page.)
2. You will see the following screen. Enter your Single Sign-On user name and password and
click “Sign On.”
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3. You will see the following screen for a few seconds.

4. You will then see the Review home screen for the Department Staff role.
(Note: The content of the home screen varies from role to role. Views of the home screens for
other roles are available in Appendix 1. )

Creating a new review file
1. To create a new review file for a Candidate, click “Review Files” on the Department Staff
home screen.
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2. On the next screen, click “Create New File.”

3. You will see a screen with a “Select a Candidate” drop-down menu that allows you to
choose from a list of academic personnel in your department.

4. Scroll down to find the name of the person for whom you want to create a file and click on
the name. If the person’s name does not appear in the drop-down menu, click the Review
Files tab at the top of the screen to see whether a file already exists.
If the Candidate’s name is on neither the drop-down menu nor the list of existing review files,
contact Academic Personnel Services for help. This usually occurs because the system
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contains the wrong department code for the Candidate, and APS will need to correct it
before the new review file can be created.

5. On the next screen, there will be a “Select an Action” drop-down menu. Scroll down and click
on the file action the department is proposing (e.g., merit, accelerated merit).
The choice of file action will determine the path the file will take in Review. For example, if you
select “Merit,” the system will know the Dean is the final authority for the proposed action. If you
select “Accel Merit,” the system will know the file must go to CAP for review and to the EVC for
final action. In the example below, the action is a “Merit.”
The proposed action can be changed, if necessary, at a later step.
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6. Next, enter the effective date of the proposed action (note the format for the date: 07/01/18) and
click “Create” to establish a new review file and return to the Review Files screen.

Opening the review file
After you create a new review file, the file name will appear on a list of files for academics in your
department accessed by clicking the “Review Files” tab. In the example below, only one file is listed,
but ordinarily you would see several. Note that this screen also shows the current status of the file,
“File Prep.” The status will change as the file moves through the review process.
1. Click the Candidate name to open the review file detail screen.

You will see four or six sections, or “drawers,” on the screen, depending on the file action you selected.
If the action is one for which the Dean has final authority, you will see File Preparation, Departmental
Review, Dean Final Authority Review, and Post Audit, as shown on the next page..
If the EVC had authority for the action, the drawers would be File Preparation, Departmental
Review, Dean Review, Campus Review, EVC Final Authority Review, and Post Audit.
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The File Preparation section is expanded to display the various types of documents that can be
included in the file, with an “Upload” link for each type. The other sections are collapsed at this point in
the review process.

Uploading documents to the file
When you click the “Upload” link for a particular document type, a screen will appear telling you to
upload a document of that type (e.g., “Upload Document for Employment History”).
Use this screen to upload PDF documents that you have created and stored outside Review. (See
“Preparing documents for uploading into a review file” on page A-4.)
1. Click “Browse” to access the PDF documents created for the Candidate, or type the file name
of a specific document in the box provided.
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2. If you click Browse, you will use the icons in the left-hand column of the screen and the “Look in”
box at the top of the screen to navigate to the location on your computer where you have stored
the PDFs.
► Reminder: It is important that PDF names be clear and complete so you and others can easily
determine what they are.
Highlight the document you want to upload and click “Open.”
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3. You will see the “Upload Document” screen again. The file name of the document you are
uploading now appears below the Browse button. Click “Upload” to upload the document to the
review file.

4. You can upload several documents of the same type (for example, CAPE reports) at once, and
all will be listed under the same document header on the review file detail screen.
To do so, click “Browse” on the Upload Document screen, highlight the document you want to
upload, and click “Open,” as in step 2 above. You will return to the Upload Document screen
where the Browse button appears. Do not click Upload yet. Click Browse again, highlight the
next document you want to upload, and click “Open” again. Repeat the process until you have
selected all documents you want to upload, and then click “Upload.”

5. After each document is uploaded, the review file detail screen will display a link to the PDF, the
date the document was uploaded, and the name of the person who uploaded it, as shown in the
image below.
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Reordering, replacing, and deleting documents in the file
If several documents of one type (such as CAPE reports) have been uploaded, you can change
the order in which they appear.
1. To do this, click “Reorder” on the line for the document type.

2. You will see the following screen. Highlight the item to be moved and click “Move Up” or
“Move Down,” then click “Save” to preserve the new order and to return to the review file
detail screen.

3. Once a document has been uploaded, the link choices for the document become “Replace” and
“Delete.”
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► Only the “role family” (i.e., Candidate/Alternate or Department Chair/Department Staff) that
uploaded a document can delete it—for example, a Department Chair cannot delete a
document uploaded by a Candidate. Also, the only way a role family can replace a document
uploaded by another role family is if the document is first deleted by the role family that
uploaded it.
If you click “Replace,” the procedure for browsing and uploading the replacement document is
the same as for originally uploading it.
4. To delete a document without replacing it, click the “Delete” link.

5. This opens a new screen showing the name of the document you have chosen to delete. Click
the “Delete” button to complete this step and return to the review file detail screen.

Verifying that all documents have been uploaded
You will know that all necessary documents have been uploaded when there is a PDF link, date, and
name after each type of document required for the file.
► You must determine which documents are necessary for a particular type of file; the system cannot do
this for you. For example, the SOM Teaching and Patient Case Load form is not required for a General
Campus professor’s file, so although it is listed in the File Preparation area, you would not need to
upload this type of document.
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(Note: Since the proposed action in this example is a normal merit, external referee letters are not
required. However, for actions that do require them, you would first need to upload the Referee ID List,
which contains the solicitation letter(s) sent to external referees. You would then see a line for the
external referee letters, and you would be able to upload them at that point. A more complete
discussion of external referee letters is contained in Appendix 5 in this manual.)

► It is strongly recommended that you ask the Candidate to check all the uploaded documents at this
point, before you notify him or her to sign the Certification of Departmental Review (see next step).
This way, documents can be easily corrected and replaced. If you find that a document must be
replaced after the certification has been signed, you will need return the file to File Prep, make
corrections, and then ask the Candidate to inspect the file and sign the certification again.

Notifying the Candidate to inspect the file and sign the departmental review
certification
After all necessary documents have been uploaded, but prior to the departmental review of the
file, the Candidate must be offered the opportunity to inspect the file and upload a response to the
materials in the file. The Candidate will verify that he or she has received this opportunity by
electronically signing the Certification of Departmental Review.
1. On the file details page, scroll down to the line for Certification: Department Review and click
the “Notify Candidate to Certify” link. (Previous versions of Review required that
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notifications were via the file action drop down menu. This changed effective June 2017 with
the final Review enhancement release)

2. You will see the notification to the Candidate. The notification contains standard wording
that cannot be changed, but you can add further information or instructions in the
message box provided. Be sure to include your name and contact information in the
message. When you are ready to send the notification, click “Send” at the bottom of the
screen.
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► After the Candidate has been notified to sign the Certification of Departmental Review, nothing other
than a Referee ID list, including solicitation letters, and redacted and/or unredacted external referee
letters can be uploaded, deleted, or replaced in the file unless the file is returned to File Preparation.
Note that in the screen below, links (“Upload,” “Replace,” etc.) are no longer available on the right side
of the screen for all document types excluding Referee ID list, and the “Status” line has changed from
“File Prep” to “Dept Rev Cert Pending.”
The Candidate must sign the Certification of Departmental Review before the review process can
proceed.

Candidate’s inspection of file and signing of departmental review
certification
1. Below is the Candidate’s view of the notification to inspect the file and sign the Certification of
Departmental Review.
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2. The Candidate will log on to Review and click “Review Files” on the Candidate home
screen. (For a view of the Candidate home screen, see Appendix 1.)
3. On the Review Files screen, the file name will be preceded by an exclamation point
indicating that some action must be taken, and the Status column will show that the
Certification of Departmental Review is pending. The Candidate will click the file name to
open the review file detail screen.
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4. The review file detail screen will display a message directing the Candidate to sign the
Certification of Departmental Review.

5. The red text in the File Preparation section also directs the Candidate to sign this
certification, and a “Sign” link is provided.

► The Candidate should inspect the file (see next step) before clicking “Sign.”

6. To inspect the bundled file, the Candidate will select “Candidate” on the Select File Type dropdown menu and click “View.”
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7. The Candidate can navigate through the bundled PDF file either by using the bookmarks at the
left side of the screen or by clicking on an item in the Table of Contents. When the inspection is
complete, the Candidate can close the window to return to the review file detail screen.

8. On the review file detail screen, the Candidate will click “Sign” to open the Certification of
Departmental Review.
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9. In the certification, the Candidate will click “I accept” and can use the “Browse” button to
upload a response to materials in the file (optional). The Candidate’s response is created and
converted to a PDF for uploading into the file outside Review.
The title of the uploaded document will appear below the Browse button.
The Candidate will click “Confirm” to electronically sign the certification.

► By electronically signing this certification, the Candidate formally submits the file
for departmental review.
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Note: If the file is later returned to the department by the Dean’s office for corrections, and the
Candidate is asked to re-sign the Departmental Recommendation Certification, the Candidate
can delete the original response to the materials in the file (if any) by checking the delete box on
the pop-up screen that appears after clicking “I accept” (not shown), and a new response can be
uploaded. Alternatively, the original response can be left in place, and a new response can be
added as well by clicking the Browse button. This can be done any time the Candidate is asked
to re-sign any certification.

File views and file tracking
Once the Candidate has been notified to sign the Certification of Departmental Review, you will have
access to both views of the bundled file (the Department view and the Candidate view), which are
available via the Select File Type drop-down menu. You will also have two links to information about
the progress of the file, “Certs & Notifs” and “View File Tracking.” Note that the Candidate will have
access to View File Tracking, but not Certs & Notifs, because notifications may contain confidential
information.

1. Department view of the bundled file
On the Select File Type drop-down menu, highlight “Department” and then click “View.”
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The Department view of the bundled file will contain any unredacted confidential documents
included in the file, such as the unredacted departmental ad hoc committee report. (There are
not yet any unredacted documents in this example file.)
Clicking on an item in either the Bookmarks column or the Table of Contents will take you to
that item in the file.

2. Candidate view of the bundled file
The Candidate view of the bundled file will be different from the Department view if the file
contains any confidential documents. The Candidate view will contain only the redacted
versions of these documents. (In this example, there are not yet any confidential
documents in the file, so the Candidate view is still the same as the Department view
above.)
3. Certs and Notifs Tracking
If you click the “Certs & Notifs” link on the review file detail screen, you will see a list of the
certifications signed by the Candidate to date and a list of any online notifications sent by
one role to another (e.g., by Department Staff to Department Ad Hoc or Voting Faculty).
The certifications and notifications are not included in the review file itself, but can be
viewed via the links on this screen.
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By default, the certifications and notifications appear in reverse chronological order so you
always see the most recently completed item first.

4. File Tracking
If you click the “View File Tracking” link, you will see a list of the steps that have been
completed or are pending. By default, these steps appear in reverse chronological order
so you always see the most recently completed step first, but you can click the down arrow
to change to chronological order.
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Addendum – Handling of External Referee Letters
1. To upload external referee letters during the File Preparation stage (Section B), you must first
upload the Referee ID List, which includes the solicitation letter(s) sent to the external referees.
Like all other documents in the file, the Referee ID List and external referee letters are PDFs
created outside Review.
File names for external referee letters must not include referees’ actual names (or any other
information that might disclose their identities), but instead should be labeled with letters of the
alphabet (“External Referee Letter A,” “External Referee Letter B,” etc.) to correspond to the
letters on the Referee ID List.
Note that you can reorder, delete, and replace these documents until the Candidate is notified to
sign the Certification of Departmental Review.
Effective June 2017, Review also includes the ability to upload the redacted versions of the
external referee letters prior to notifying the candidate to certify and request redacted copies.
The redacted versions of external letters will not automatically be provided, the candidate will
still need to request them. However, if they are already uploaded, the system will automatically
refresh for the candidate and an onscreen alert will inform the candidate that the letters have
been uploaded and can be viewed in their candidate bundle.

2. When the file is complete, you will notify the Candidate to sign the Certification of Departmental
Review by clicking the “Notify Candidate to Certify” link located at the bottom of the file
preparation section.
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3. You will see the following notification to the Candidate.( Note that the Candidate will be able to
request access to redacted copies of external referee letters.)
You can add a message in the box provided and then click Send.
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4. The review file detail screen will instruct the Candidate to review their file materials and either
sign the Certification of Departmental Review or request access to the external referee letters. In
this example, the Candidate requests access by clicking the appropriate link.
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5. The Candidate will click Confirm on the subsequent pop-up screen to request access and return
to the review file detail screen.
6. If the Department Staff had not previously uploaded the redacted external referee letters prior to
notifiying the candidate to cerfify, they will receive a notification (not shown) that the Candidate
has requested access to the redacted external referee letters. A message stating that the
Candidate requests access will appear on the review file detail screen, and there will be an
Upload button on the line for redacted external letters.
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If the redacted external referee letters were previously uploaded, the candidate will receive an
onscreen notification that the redacted copies are now included in their pdf bundle.

After clicking “OK”, the onscreen instructions to the candidate will update and the “Req Ltr” link
will disappear.
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7. The number of redacted letters uploaded must match the number of unredacted letters in the file,
and the system is able to detect the numbers. If the numbers do not match, you will receive an
error message when you try to notify the candidate (in a later step) that the redacted letters are
available.
Note, however, that the system can only detect whether equal numbers of redacted and
unredacted letters have been uploaded. It cannot determine whether each redacted letter
corresponds to the correct unredacted letter, so you must ensure that the letters match up.
8. To notify the Candidate that access to the redacted external referee letters is available, click the
“Notify Candidate Access Has Been Granted” link located at the bottom of the file preparation
section.
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9. If the number of redacted letters in the system does not match the number of unredacted letters,
you will receive the error message below.
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10. When the numbers of letters match, as in the screen below, you will be able to notify the
candidate that access has been granted by clicking the “Notify Candidate Access Has Been
Granted” link, as shown in Step 8.
11. The notification to the Candidate will appear, and you can add information in the message box
provided, then click Send. (The Candidate’s view of the notification is not shown here.)

12. Before signing the certification, the Candidate should inspect the redacted letters in the
Candidate view of the bundled PDF.
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13. The Candidate can click “External Referee Letters – Redacted” in the bookmarks column, or
click on each letter in the table of contents. Only the redacted letters will be available in the
Candidate view of the file.

Note that the Department view of the bundled file will contain both the unredacted and redacted letters.
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14. After reviewing the redacted letters, the candidate will sign the departmental review certification
by clicking the “Sign” link and then clicking “Confirm” on the subsequent pop-up screen (not
shown).

15. If, later in the review process, CAP or the EVC requests additional information in the form of
additional external referee letters, you must first upload a revised Referee ID List. An Upload link
for uploading additional letters will then appear (not shown here). After the additional letters
have been uploaded, an Upload link for Supporting Documents will appear (not shown here).
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Section C – Departmental Review of the File
This section includes:
Departmental committee review of the file ..........................................................................................C-3
Creating department committees.....................................................................................................C-3
Assigning Committees.....................................................................................................................C-9
Candidate’s inspection of file and certification of ad hoc report access .............................................C-15
Voting Faculty review and vote .........................................................................................................C-26
Entering the faculty vote and Proposed Status data ..........................................................................C-30
Uploading and signing of departmental recommendation letter .........................................................C-35
Voting Faculty inspection of recommendation letter and submission of dissenting letters ............... C-37
Candidate’s certification of departmental recommendation access ...................................................C-42
Addition of Chair’s independent letter ...............................................................................................C-48
Submitting the file for the Dean’s review ...........................................................................................C-49
Addendum: Managing Committees ...................................................................................................C-51

After the Candidate has uploaded a response to the materials in the file (optional) and has signed the
Certification of Departmental Review, the department’s processing of the file can proceed. This may
include review by a departmental ad hoc committee and/or a faculty review and vote, if required by your
department.
You will see an exclamation point (your cue to take action) next to the Candidate’s name on the Review
Files screen, and the status will now be “Departmental Review.” Click the Candidate’s name to see
what action is required.

The review file detail screen will display a message directing you to either assign a departmental ad
hoc or standing committee to review the file, assign eligible voting faculty to review the file and vote, or
enter Proposed Status information and upload the departmental recommendation letter.
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► If your department does not conduct departmental ad hoc or standing committee review or voting
faculty reviews for the action proposed, you can proceed directly to the step for entering the data for the
action on the Proposed Status screen (page C-33).

Note that if the file needs to be returned to file prep after it has reached the Departmental Review
stage, you can do so by highlighting “Return to File Prep” on the File Actions menu and clicking
“Confirm.”

If you return the file to File Prep, the following screen will appear to alert you that the candidate will be
required to re-certify if any changes are made to the uploaded documents and that you cannot change
the file name by returning the file.
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Departmental committee review of the file
Creating department committees
Outside AP On-Line, you will need to obtain the names of the faculty who will serve as committee
members before you proceed.
Please see the Addendum: Managing Committees at the end of Section C for more information
related to committee management.

1. Click the Committees tab at the top of the review file detail screen.

Reminder: You can also access Committees from the Home page.

2. Clicking Committees will open the Committee List screen where you may view any previously
created committees and create new committees, if needed.
3. Click “Create New Committee” to open the Create New Committee screen.
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4. Enter a name for the committee (e.g., “White Candidate Ad Hoc”) in the provided name field.
5. Select a committee type. Choices are:
a. Voting Faculty: body of faculty members who are eligible to vote on a file.
b. Standing Committee: a permanent committee with a fixed annual membership that may be
assigned to multiple review files. Temporary membership changes, such as recusing a
member, may be done on a case-by-case basis without affecting the committee’s fixed
membership.
c. Ad Hoc Committee: a case specific committee that may only be assigned to one review file
6. If you are assigned to a role in multiple departments, you will have the option to choose which
department the committee belongs to.
7. Select a confidentiality type. Choices are:
a. Non-confidential: the candidate knows the committee membership and therefore, the
committee report is not redacted and is automatically provided to the candidate,. The
majority of standing committees are non-confidential committees.
b. Confidential: membership is unknown to the candidate and the committee report will be
redacted when the candidate requests a copy. The majority of ad hoc committees are
confidential committees.
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8. You can then choose to save the committee without adding members by clicking “Save” OR you
can choose to add the members prior to saving the new committee by clicking “Add member(s)”.
9. Clicking “Add member(s)” will bring up the Add Committee Member search tool.

You can search for members by name, academic series, and department by entering criteria
in each field. You have the option to add academics from outside of your department on
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your committees, so you may find it helpful to limit the search to the academics within your
department if it not your departmental practice to involve outside committee members.
10. After entering your search criteria, click “Search”.

11. A list of academics meeting the entered criteria will populate onscreen. Using the check box next to
the name of each person, click those that you wish to add to the committee and click “Add”.

If you are unsure that you have selected the correct person and would like some additional details
about their current appointment, click on their name in the committee member search results list.
The resulting Person Details pop up screen will list their email address, current appointments,
department, and current committee service.
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12. After adding the desired members to the committee, you will have the opportunity to review and
edit your previously selected committee properties and verify the membership. Note that you also
have the ability to designate a committee chair, add additional members, or delete members before
saving the committee.
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13. After verifying all committee details, click “Save”. You will then be directed to the Committee List
screen where you can manage your newly created and previously created committees. See
Committee Management for instructions related to editing, copying, or deleting committee’s.

14. When you are ready to assign and/or notify the committee members to review the file, click the
Review Files tab at the top of the screen to open the Review Files list.
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15. On the Review Files list, click the Candidate’s name to open the review file detail screen.

Assigning Committees
1. On the review file detail screen, click “Assign Committee”.

2.

From the assign a committee pop up screen, select the committee that you wish to assign to
the file.
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3. Selecting a committee will expand the committee’s membership and provide you the option to
recuse members of the committee from reviewing the file. To recuse a member, uncheck the
box next to their name and their name will be stricken through. If you wish to add members to
the committee, you must do so within the committee details screen.

4. If you are not ready to notify the committee to review the file, click “save” to assign the
committee to the file. When you are ready to notify the committee that the file is ready for
review, click “notify” on the committee line on the file details page.
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If you are ready to notify the committee to review the file, click “save & notify”. The committee
notification pop up screen will display all committee members that are to be notified.

You can add further information or instructions in the message box at the top of the notification.
For example, you may wish to tell committee members where they can view publications, either via
a Drop Box link located on the last page of the bibliography or as paper documents outside Review.
Also, since the committee must hand you its signed report outside AP On-Line (see next step), you
can instruct them to do so in the message box.
When you are ready to send the notification, click “send.”
The committee will now show up as “In Review” on the file details page. There will also be links to
end the committee’s access to the file, re-notify the committee, unassign the committee, and to
upload unredacted and redacted (if a confidential committee) reports.
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6. You may assign multiple committees concurrently or sequentially by following the same steps
described above.
The screens that the Department Committee Member role sees when reviewing the file (Home
screen, Review Files screen, and review file detail screen) are not available for this manual, but
the review steps are listed below.
•

When a committee member logs on to Review, he or she will see a home screen with the option
to click the Review Files tab.

•

When the member clicks the Review Files tab, the next screen will display a list of all the review
files for which this faculty member is a committee reviewer. (There will be more than one file
listed if the faculty member has been asked to serve on more than one committee..)

•

When the member clicks the Candidate’s name, the review file detail screen will open.

•

To open the bundled PDF of the review file, the member will click on the committee bundle
hyperlink next within the committee’s section on the file details screen.
The member can navigate through the file by clicking document names in the Bookmarks
column or in the Table of Contents, then close the window to return to the review file detail
screen.

•

•

The committee members will discuss the review file, write and sign the report, and hand the
report to the department staff outside Review.

•

You will need to scan the report and convert it to a PDF, then upload the PDF to the review file.

7. Uploading a committee report will automatically end the committee’s access to the file. If you
need to end their access prior to uploading the report, click “End Access”. A confirmation pop
up will as you to confirm by clicking the end access button.
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After ending access or uploading a report, the committee’s status will display “Complete” on the
file details screen.

If multiple committees are reviewing a single file, and you would like to share a copy of a completed
committee report with a committee that is still reviewing the file, expand the bundle content drop down
menu and select the checkbox next to the committee’s name.

The committee’s review file bundle will automatically update to include the newly selected report. You
may choose to re-notify the committee within APOL Review by clicking the renotify hyperlink.

1. Department Ad Hoc review process
a. Below is the Department Ad Hoc view of the notification.
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b. The screens that the department committee member role sees when reviewing the file
(Home screen, Review Files screen, and review file detail screen) are not available for this
manual, but the review steps are listed below.
•

When a committee member logs on to Review, he or she will see a home screen with
the option to click the Review Files tab.

•

When the member clicks the Review Files tab, the next screen will display a list of all the
review files for which this faculty member is an committee member reviewer. (There will
be more than one file listed if the faculty member has been asked to serve on more than
one committee, or if the faculty member is a member of a standing ad hoc committee
and reviews all files.)

•

When the member clicks the Candidate’s name, the review file detail screen will open.

•

To open the bundled PDF of the review file, the member will select “Department” on the
Select File Type drop-down menu and click “View.”
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•

The member can navigate through the file by clicking document names in the
Bookmarks column or in the Table of Contents, then close the window to return to the
review file detail screen.

•

The ad hoc committee members will discuss the review file, write and sign the report,
and hand the report to the department staff outside Review.

c. After the ad hoc committee has been notified to review the file, the review file detail screen
will display a link for uploading the unredacted ad hoc committee report. You will need to
scan the report and convert it to a PDF, then upload the PDF to the review file.

Candidate’s inspection of file and certification of ad hoc report access
1. Notifying the candidate to inspect the file
a. After you have uploaded the committee report, there will be a message on the review file
detail screen stating that the report has been uploaded and directing you to notify the
Candidate (that he or she can request access to a redacted version of the ad hoc report,
upload a response if desired, and sign the Certification of Departmental Ad Hoc Report
Access). Note that “Replace” and “Delete” links are now available on the screen and that
you have the option to upload a redacted version of a confidential committee report prior to
the candidate requesting access.
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b. To notify the Candidate, click “Notify Candidate to Certify” on the certification:
departmental committee report access line on the file details page.

c. You will see the notification to the Candidate with a message box at the bottom where you
can add additional information or instructions. To send the notification, click “Send” at the
bottom of the screen.
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The review file detail screen will now show that the status of the file is now “Dept Committee
Cert pending.”

2. Candidate’s inspection and signature process
a. Below is the Candidate’s view of the notification to request access to the ad hoc report, if
desired, and to inspect the file and sign the ad hoc certification.
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b. There will be a message on the review file detail screen directing the Candidate to
request the report or sign the departmental committee cert.
The Candidate will click “Req Report to request access to the redacted report.

b. The Candidate will then click “Confirm” in the pop-up box. If at this point the Candidate
changes his or her mind, he or she can click “Cancel” to return to the review file detail
screen and sign the certification.
If the redacted version of the report was previous uploaded, the candidate will receive an
onscreen alert informing that the report is now available in their file pdf bundle.

2. Uploading a redacted version of committee report and notifying candidate of access
a. If the candidate requests access to the ad hoc report, you will receive the following email
message notifying you to upload a redacted version of the report.
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b.
The review file detail screen will display a message stating that the Candidate requests access
to the committee report, and an “Upload” link will appear on the line for “Report – Redacted.”

(Note that the Candidate can choose not to request access and can just sign the certification
to verify that access was offered. In that case, you would not receive the e-mail notification
above. Instead, you would proceed to the steps for Voting Faculty review of the file and vote
[page C-26], if applicable, and/or enter the Proposed Status data [page C-33].)
c. You will need to redact the ad hoc report outside Review to remove any confidential
information, including the identity of ad hoc committee members, and then create and
upload a PDF of the redacted report.
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d. After you have uploaded the redacted ad hoc report, the review file detail screen will display
a message directing you to notify the Candidate that access to the redacted report has been
granted.
e.

Click “Notify Candidate Access Has Been Granted”.

f.

You will then see the notification to the Candidate. You can add further information or
instructions in the message box at the bottom of the notification and then click “Send.”
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3. Candidate views redacted ad hoc report and signs certification
a. Below is the Candidate’s view of the notification to inspect the ad hoc report and sign the
ad hoc certification.
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b. The review file detail screen will display a message directing the Candidate to sign the
Certification of Departmental Committee Report Access.
► The Candidate should read the redacted committee report before signing the
certification. The Candidate can access the report by highlighting “Candidate” on the
Select File Type drop-down menu and clicking “View” to see the Candidate view of the
bundled file.

c.
The Candidate can open the redacted ad hoc report by clicking on that document in
either the Bookmarks column or in the Table of Contents, and then close the window to return to
the review file detail screen.

d. On the review file detail screen, the Candidate will click “Sign” to open the ad hoc
certification.
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e. The Candidate will click “I accept” on the certification and can use the Browse button to
upload a response, if desired.
The response is a document created and converted to a PDF file outside Review for
uploading into the review file.
The file name of the uploaded document will appear below the Browse button.
The Candidate can then click “Confirm” to electronically sign the certification.
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g. The review file detail screen will show that the Certification of Departmental Ad Hoc Report
Access has been signed. Note that the Candidate can click “View File Tracking” at any time
to see where the file is in the review process.

h. When the Candidate clicks “View File Tracking,” a list of actions completed or pending is
displayed in reverse chronological order. This order can be changed by clicking the down
arrow next to the “Action” column header.

Voting Faculty review and vote
1. Notifying voting faculty to review the file
a. After the Candidate has signed the department committee certification, the review file detail
screen will display a message directing you to notify Voting Faculty to review the file or (if
your department does not require a faculty review and vote for the proposed action) upload
the departmental recommendation letter once the File Summary is ready.
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Prior to assigning voting faculty committees to review a file, you must create voting
faculty groups as described in the Creating department committees section of this
manual.

b. While on the file details page of a file, click on “Assign Voting Faculty”.

c. Select the voting faculty committee that you wish to assign to the file from the pop-up
window. Selecting a committee will expand the committee’s membership and provide you
the option to recuse members of the committee from reviewing the file. To recuse a
member, uncheck the box next to their name and their name will be stricken through. If you
wish to add members to the committee, you must do so within the committee details screen.
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d. If you are not ready to notify the committee to review the file, click the “Save” button to
assign the committee to the file. When you are ready to notify the committee that the file is
ready for review, click the “Notify” hyperlink located next in the committee’s section on the
file details page.
e. If you are ready to notify the committee to review the file, click the “Save & Notify” button.
The committee notification pop up screen will display all committee members that will be
notified.
f. Click the “Send” button.
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The status for the voting faculty committee(s) will now show up as “In Review” on the file details page.
There will also be links to end voting faculty access to the file, re-notify the voting faculty, unassign the
voting faculty, and to enter the vote results.

2. The faculty review and voting process
a. Below is the Voting Faculty view of the notification to review the file.

b. The screens that the Voting Faculty role sees are not available for this manual, but the
steps for review of the file and voting are listed below.
•

When Voting Faculty log on to Review, they will see a home screen with the “Review
Files” option.

•

Voting Faculty will click “Review Files” to display a list of Candidates under faculty
review.

•

When Voting Faculty click a Candidate’s name, the review file detail screen for that
Candidate will open.

•

To open the bundled PDF of the review file, Voting Faculty will select “Department” on
the Select File Type drop-down menu and then click “View.”
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•

Voting Faculty can navigate through the file by clicking document names in the
Bookmarks column or in the Table of Contents, and then close the window to return to
the review file detail screen.

•

Voting Faculty will discuss the review file, vote, and report the results of the vote to
Department Staff outside Review. The Department Staff role will upload the vote
results in Review.

Entering the faculty vote and Proposed Status data
1. Enter the vote or click “End All Access” in order to end faculty access to the file
a. Click “Vote” on the File Summary line to open the Department Vote form.

b. Enter the vote and an explanation of any abstentions or absences in the boxes provided,
and then click “Insert Department Vote” at the bottom of the screen.
When you have saved the vote, Voting Faculty access to the review file ends, and you will
be returned to the review file detail screen.
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1. Enter the Proposed Status data
a. Click “Proposed” on the review file detail screen to open the Proposed Status form.
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b. On the Proposed Status form, several fields under “Present Status” (e.g., title, rank, and
step) will have been populated automatically. Check carefully to make sure this data is
correct.
► If it is not correct, stop work on the file and contact Academic Personnel Services to
get the data corrected.
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c. Under “Present Status,” fill in the number of years the candidate will have served at his or
her present rank and step as of the next June 30, and fill in the “as of” year (note the
required format).
d. Under “Proposed Status,” fill in the information listed below.
Note that this is the final opportunity for the department to correct the proposed
action and other data if it was entered incorrectly or if the proposed action has
changed since the file was created.
•

Select the proposed title and rank from the drop-down menu; this will automatically
populate the Basis field.

•

Fill in the step (using numbers [2, 3, etc.], not Roman numerals [II, III, etc.], and press
the Tab key. The Total Salary, Scale Rate, and Scale Date fields will be populated
automatically if the step entered matches a published salary scale. If you enter a step in
error and tab out of the field, populating the three salary fields, uncheck the “From Scale”
box. This will delete the information from those three fields and you can manually enter
the salary rate information.

•

If the salary does not have an associated step on the salary scale (i.e. Lecturer), leave
the step field empty and manually enter the scale rate and most current scale date.

•

If there is an off-scale salary, check the OS box, and new fields for market off- scale and
bonus off-scale (not shown here) will appear for adding off-scale information.

•

Fill in the percentage of time

•

Fill in the Begin date of the proposed action.
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•

Fill in the End date if there is one. The default is “01/01/2079” for those with indefinite
end dates (e.g., tenured faculty).

•

Choose the type of action being proposed from the drop-down Action menu (see screen
below).

•

Fill in the number of years of acceleration, if applicable.

•

Click “Save Status” at the bottom of the screen when data entry is complete

Important: In the screen above, there is an example of a note stating that the salary has been
moved off the minimum scale. These notes are created by the APO role in the behind-the-scenes
data. (Other notes you may see include On Minimum Scale, Proj Sci on UCSD Scale, Proj Sci
UCSD Minimum Scale, and Proj Sci UCSD SC/Moved Off Min.) If you see such a note and think it
is incorrect, please contact the APS unit manager for your department immediately to discuss
whether the note is accurate or should be removed.

e. Below is an example of a Proposed Status screen with all fields populated.
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Uploading and signing of departmental recommendation letter
1. After the Proposed Status data has been entered, the review file detail screen will display a
message directing you to upload the departmental recommendation letter, and an “Upload”
link will be available on the line for that document.
The departmental recommendation letter must be prepared outside Review, and you will need
to create a PDF of the letter to upload to the review file.
Note: AP staff can add the Chair’s signature to the departmental recommendation letter while
preparing it outside Review, or the Chair can sign the letter electronically after it is uploaded, if
he or she prefers to do so. The system will not automatically notify the chair to sign when the
recommendation letter is uploaded. AP staff must select “Notify Chair” on the File Actions dropdown menu to prompt the Chair to sign.
2. Click “Upload” and upload the recommendation letter in the same way you uploaded other
PDFs.
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3. When you have uploaded the departmental recommendation letter, a message on the review
file detail screen will direct you to either notify the Voting Faculty to inspect the letter or notify
the Chair to sign the letter.
If you choose to notify Voting Faculty, you will bypass the electronic Chair signature process, so
you should already have uploaded the letter with the Chair’s signature on it.
Note: It is acceptable to have both a handwritten signature and an electronic signature, but only
one is required.

4. If you choose “Notify Chair to sign Department Letter” on the pop up window,you will see the
notification below. You may add comments or instructions to this notification, if needed.
(Note that if the Chair had uploaded the recommendation letter, it would have been signed
automatically at the time it was uploaded.)
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Voting Faculty inspection of departmental recommendation letter and submission of dissenting
letters
If Voting Faculty reviewed and voted on the file before the departmental recommendation letter was
written, the same faculty members must be offered the opportunity to read the recommendation letter
and, if they wish, upload dissenting letters. (Note: If a faculty review and vote were not conducted,
faculty cannot inspect the letter or submit dissenting letters.)
1. Notifying Voting Faculty to inspect letter
a. Click “Notify” on the departmental recommendation letter line.
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b. Click “Notify Voting Faculty to Inspect Departmental Recommendation Letter” on the popup window.

c. You will see the notification to Voting Faculty with Faculty groups that were previously
notified to review and vote on the file will be checked by default.
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d. You can add further information and instructions in the message box at the bottom of the
notification and then click “Notify Voting Faculty” to send the notification.
► Note that Voting Faculty are informed that dissenting letters are not confidential. The
Candidate will be able to read them when offered the opportunity to inspect the file before it
is submitted for the Dean’s review.
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2. Voting Faculty inspection of letter and submission of dissenting letters
a. Below is the Voting Faculty’s view of the notification regarding inspection of the
recommendation letter.

b. Voting Faculty will log on to view the departmental letter. Screen shots are not available in
this manual, but the following are the steps they will follow.
•

Voting Faculty will click “Review Files” on their home page to display the file list.

•

They will click the appropriate Candidate’s name to open the review file detail screen.

•

They will select “Department” on the Select File Type drop-down menu and click
“Confirm” to open the department view of the bundled PDF and read the departmental
recommendation letter.

c. Any dissenting letters must be prepared, signed and handed to you outside of Review.
► Voting Faculty should be given three calendar days to submit dissenting letters to
you. The three-day waiting period is meant to give the voting faculty a reasonable time
frame in which to review the departmental recommendation and respond, if they wish to do
so. Elapsed time is tracked by Review, however, the system now allows you to bypass the 3
day waiting period.
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d. You will need to scan the letters, convert them to PDF documents, and upload them to the
review file.
3. Uploading dissenting letters
a. After the notification is sent to Voting Faculty, an “Upload” link for dissenting letters will
appear on the review file detail screen. You can upload letters one at a time without
triggering resumption of the workflow.
b. After all dissenting letters have been uploaded (or to end the waiting period if there are no
dissenting letters), click “End All Access.”

c. Click “End Access” to end Voting Faculty access to the file and return to the review file detail
screen.

Note that the dissenting letters are not bundled into the file at this point. This enables you to
add, delete, or correct these letters after you have ended Voting Faculty access to the file.
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Candidate’s certification of departmental recommendation access
1. Notifying Candidate to inspect letter and sign certification
a. After Voting Faculty have been notified to inspect the departmental recommendation letter
and have had the opportunity to submit dissenting letters, the review file detail screen will
display a message directing you to notify the Candidate to sign the Departmental
Recommendation Access Certification once the recommendation letter is ready..
Before you send this notification to the Candidate, the department should inform the
Candidate outside Review that a recommendation has been determined, and the Candidate
can be invited to meet with the Department Chair to discuss the recommendation.

b. To send the notification to the Candidate, click “Notify Candidate to Certify”.

c. You will then see the notification to the Candidate. You can add further information or
instructions in the message box provided and click “Send” to send the notification and return
to the review file detail screen.
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3. Below is the Candidate’s view of the notification to inspect the departmental
recommendation letter.
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3. Candidate reviews letter and signs certification
a. When the Candidate logs on to Review, the Status column on the Review Files screen will
show that the departmental recommendation cert is pending. The Candidate will click the
file name to open the review file detail screen.
b. The review file detail screen will display a message directing the Candidate to sign the
departmental recommendation cert, and there will be a “Sign” link on the screen.
► The Candidate should read the departmental recommendation letter before signing
the certification. To do so, the Candidate will select “Candidate” on the Select File Type
menu and click “View” to open the Candidate’s view of the bundled file.
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c. The Candidate can navigate to the recommendation letter by clicking the document name in
either the Bookmarks column or the Table of Contents. The Candidate can then close the
window to return to the review file detail screen.
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d. On the review file detail screen, the Candidate will click “Sign” to open the departmental
recommendation certification.
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e. In the certification, the Candidate will click “I accept” and can use the Browse button to
upload a response to the departmental recommendation, if desired.
The response document is created and converted to a PDF file outside Review for
uploading into the review file.
After the response has been uploaded, the document name will appear below the Browse
button.
The candidate will then click “Confirm” to electronically sign the certification and return to the
review file detail screen.

f.

The review file detail screen (not shown) will indicate that the certification has been signed.

► g. Reminder: If the file is returned to the department by the Dean’s office for corrections, and
the Candidate is asked to re-sign the Departmental Recommendation Certification, the
Candidate can delete the original response to the materials in the file (if any) by checking
the delete box on the pop-up screen that appears when “I accept” is clicked (not shown),
and a new response can be uploaded. Alternatively, the original response can be left in
place, and a new response can be added as well by clicking the Browse button. This can be
done any time the Candidate is asked to re-sign any certification.
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Addition of Chair’s independent letter
1. You will see a message on the review file detail screen stating that the candidate has signed the
Certification of Departmental Recommendation Access and that a Chair’s independent letter
can be uploaded before the file is forwarded to the dean. (Note: A chair’s independent letter is
optional and is rarely included. It is not an expected part of the file.)
The Chair’s independent letter is a document created and converted to a PDF file outside
Review for uploading into the review file.
2. Click the “Upload” link on the line for this document.
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3. On the pop-up screen, click the Browse button to go to the Chair’s independent letter on your
computer and select it for uploading. The document name will appear beneath the Browse
button. Click the Upload button to upload the letter.

4. The review file detail screen will now show that the Chair’s independent letter has been
uploaded, and Replace and Delete links will be available.
Note: The Chair’s independent letter does not require an electronic signature, and the
Candidate will not be able to view this confidential letter until he or she is notified of the final
outcome of the review at the end of the review process.

Submitting the file for the Dean’s review
1. After the Candidate has signed the Certification of Departmental Recommendation Access and
the Chair’s Independent Letter (if any) has been added to the file, you can forward the file to the
Dean’s office for review.
► It is strongly recommended that you carefully check the file one last time to ensure that it
is complete, accurate, and ready for review. Most importantly, ensure that the Proposed
Status data is accurate, because once the file is submitted, the data cannot be corrected
unless the file is returned to File Prep.
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To do so, highlight “Department” on the Select File Type menu, then click “View” to open and
inspect the Department view of the bundled file. Close the bundled view to return to the review
file detail screen.
2. When you are ready to submit the file, highlight “Forward to Dean’s Office” on the File Actions
menu and click “Confirm.”

3. You will see the following screen asking you to confirm that you want to forward the file to the
Dean’s office. Click “Confirm” to submit the file and return to the review file detail screen.

4. Note that in this example (a normal merit review), the status is now “Final Authority Review
Pending,” since the Dean has final authority for the action. The “File Preparation” and
“Departmental Review” sections of the screen are collapsed, and the “Final Authority” section is
expanded.
(If the proposed action had been one requiring review by CAP and a final decision by the EVC,
there would be a “Campus Review” drawer on this screen between “Departmental Review” and
“Final Authority,” and it would be expanded instead.)
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After the file is submitted to the Dean, a File Summary will be generated by Review. This will
be accessible in the Department and Dean views of the file.
To see the File Summary, click on that document in the table of contents of the bundled file.

Addendum: Managing Committees
Below you will find more information on managing committees.

Editing Committees
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1. Enter the committee list screen by selecting the “Committees” tab or by clicking the “Committees”
hyperlink on the homepage.
2. Click the “Edit” icon located on the committee’s row on the committee list screen.

You may also click on the committee’s name to bring up the committee details page and click the “edit”
button.

3. Update any previously selected properties (i.e. committee name, type, confidentiality, and unit).
4. Delete members by clicking the trash icon next to their name, if necessary.
5. Add new members by clicking the “Add member(s)” button. Search for members by name,
title/series, or unit (or any combination of fields), select desired members, and click the “Add”
button.
6. Optional-Update committee member’s membership value.
7. After making the appropriate edits, click the “Save” button.
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Changes to the committee will appear in the committee properties change log.

Deleting Committees
Reminder: committees may only be deleted after all assigned review files have reached Post
Audit & Store.
1. Enter the committee list screen by selecting the “Committees” tab or by clicking the “Committees”
hyperlink on the homepage.
2. Click the “Delete” icon located on the committee’s row on the committee list screen.
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You may also click on the committee’s name to bring up the committee details page and click the
“Delete” button.

3. Click the “delete” button on the confirmation pop-up window.

Assigning Committees from the Committee Details Page
1. Enter the committee list screen by selecting the “Committees” tab or by clicking the “Committees”
hyperlink on the homepage.
2. Click on the committee name hyperlink to enter the committee details screen.
3. Click on the “Files” tab on the committee details page.
4. Within the “File(s) Pending Notification” section, click the “Assign File” button.
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5. Select the file that you wish to assign to the committee from the pop-up window. You may need to
limit your search by file name, department, or file status prior to files displaying in the pop-up
window.
6. Click the “Add” button.

7. You will return to the committee details page where the assigned file will now appear in the “File(s)
Pending Notification” section on the “Files” tab.
8. To notify the committee that the review file is ready for their review, check the box next to the file
name.
9. Click the “Package File(s) and Notify” button.
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10. The committee notification pop up screen will display all committee members that will be notified.
Enter any relevant information in the provided supplemental text box and click the “Send” button.
11. You will return to the committee details page where the file will now appear in the “File(s) in
Review” section on the “Files” tab.
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Section D – Dean’s Review as Final Authority
This section includes:
Dean Staff initial review of the file .......................................................................................................D-1
Returning the file to department for corrections...................................................................................D-3
Department makes requested corrections...........................................................................................D-4
Accepting the file for the Dean’s review ..............................................................................................D-7
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Dean’s review for decision as final authority .....................................................................................D-23
Addendum: Managing Divisional Review Committees ......................................................................D-33

Note: As a “role family,” the Dean and Dean Staff roles can perform the same functions, except that
only the Dean can sign letters. When either role can perform a particular function, the default in this
manual is the Dean Staff role.

Dean Staff initial review of the file
When a file is submitted to the Dean’s office, the Dean Staff will check it for completeness, accuracy,
and compliance with policy before the Dean reviews it for a final decision.
► When the department submits the file to the Dean, there is no notification to the Dean or Dean Staff
roles. An exclamation point next to a file name on the Review File screen (see below) is the cue that
action needs to be taken on that file. The Dean and Dean Staff roles must monitor the Review File
screen to determine what files have been submitted for review and where they are in the review
process.
1. Dean Staff inspection of file
a. On the Review Files screen, the Dean Staff will click the Candidate’s name to open the
review file detail screen. Note that the file status is Final Authority Review Pending.
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b. On the review file detail screen, a message will be displayed directing the Dean Staff to
accept the file or return it to the department for corrections.

c. To inspect the file, the Dean Staff will click “Department” on the Select File Type drop-down
menu and then click “View.” (Note: The Department view contains any unredacted
documents in the file, while the Candidate view contains only redacted versions of these
documents.)
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d. The bundled PDF of the file will appear. The Dean Staff can navigate to any document by
clicking the document name in either the Table of Contents or in the Bookmarks column,
and then close the window to return to the review file detail screen.

► Important:

During this inspection of the file, the Dean Staff should make a list of any minor
corrections needed and the page numbers of the documents on which they occur. This
information will be needed for annotating the file in a later step.

Returning the file to department for corrections
1. If the initial review of the file turns up substantive errors that cannot be handled via annotations
(e.g., “Proposed” data is incorrect or a required document is missing), the Dean Staff will return
the file to the department for corrections by highlighting “Return to Department” on the File
Actions menu and clicking “Confirm.”
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2. The Dean’s office will inform the department outside Review what corrections or additions are
needed. The department will not receive an e-mail notification.

Department makes requested corrections
1. On the review file detail screen, the status will be “File returned to Dept. by Dean’s Office,” and
there will be a red text box containing instructions to the department.

2. Depending on the correction requested by the Dean’s office, you will select the appropriate
action from File Actions drop-down menu. In this example, the Dean’s office has asked the
department to upload a missing CAPE report, so you would need to select “Return to File Prep”
and click “Confirm.”
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3. The following screen will appear. Clicking “Confirm” will return you to the review file detail
screen.

4. After the necessary correction has been made in File Prep, the Candidate must be notified to resign the Certification of Departmental Review, and you should inform the Candidate (in the
message box on the notification) of what has been corrected in the file.
5. You are not required to re-enter the Proposed Status data and re-upload the departmental
recommendation letter before returning the file to the Dean’s Office, however, you may do so.
Uploading a revised recommendation letter will require that the candidate be notified to re-sign
the Certification of Departmental Recommendation Letter Access.
6. If Voting Faculty were notified to inspect the original departmental recommendation letter, you
must may choose to re-notify them to inspect the letter again, even if there are no changes. The
reason (e.g., missing CAPE report added to file) can be provided in the message box in the
notification. Although the notification informs Voting Faculty that they can submit dissenting
letters, for this example it is assumed that they will not do so.
8. After the Candidate has signed this certification, you can now re-submit the file to the Dean.
Below are several additional return to department scenarios and the various required steps.
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Scenario 1 – Add/Change/Delete Files in File Prep
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3





Step 4



Return File to file prep
(optional) Add/replace/delete files
Ask the Candidate to re-certify Certification of Departmental
Review
Forward to Dean’s Office

Scenario 2 – Changes to the Vote and/or Proposed
Step 1
Step 2





(optional) Change or add a vote and/or
(optional) Changing anything on the Proposed
Forward to Dean’s Office

Scenario 3 – Replacing the Department Letter
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7









Replace the Department Letter
(optional) Ask Chair to e-sign the new letter
(optional) Notify Voting Faculty to review the new letter
(optional) Upload/Delete/Replace dissenting letters
Ask the Candidate to re-certify the Certification of Departmental
Recommendation Access
(optional) Upload/Replace the Chair’s Independent Letter
Forward to Dean’s Office

Scenario 4 –Replacing/Deleting/Uploading the Chair’s Independent Letter
Step 1
Step 2




Replace/Delete/Upload the Chair’s Independent Letter
Forward to Dean’s Office

Scenario 5 – Engaging (or re-engaging) the Ad Hoc
Step 1



Step 2



Step 3
Step 4
Step 5





Step 6



Notify Ad Hoc to review the file option is not available if ad hoc was
engaged in previous step
Replace/Delete/Upload Ad hoc report. System will delete the
redacted Ad Hoc report if it exists (with warning)
Ask the Candidate to re-certify Certification of Ad Hoc Report
(optional) Notify Voting Faculty to review the revised file
(optional) If changes to the departmental letter are required, follow
workflow in Scenario 3.
Forward to Dean’s Office

Scenario 6 – Engaging the voting faculty (who were not previously engaged)
Step 1




Notify faculty that review file is ready for review. System will delete
the Recommendation Letter if it exists (with warning)
All other steps should follow the “normal” workflow

Scenario 7 – Replacing or Adding Dissenting Letters
Step 1




(optional) Change or add a vote and/or
(optional) Changing anything on the Proposed (i.e. changing the
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File Action) and
Replace/add/delete dissenting letters
Ask the Candidate to re-certify
(optional) Upload/Replace the Chair’s Independent Letter (CIL)
Forward to Dean’s Office

Accepting the file for the Dean’s review
1. If the file is complete and correct, or if it needs only minor annotations, the Dean Staff will
highlight “Accept for Dean Review” on the “File Actions” drop-down menu and click “Confirm.”

2. On the next screen, the Dean Staff will again click “Confirm” to verify that the file is being
accepted for the Dean’s review and to return to the review file detail screen.
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3. The Status line on the review file detail screen will show that the file has been accepted for Final
Authority review.

Data editing
The Edit Data link allows the Dean Staff to correct any errors entered by Department Staff instead of
returning the file to the department for corrections. Examples are correcting the number of years at
rank and step, the title code, the new step and salary, etc.
Note: Only data initially entered into “Proposed” by the Department Staff or Chair roles can be changed.
If any documents need to be revised and replaced, the file must be returned to the department.
1. To correct data, the Dean Staff will click “Edit Data” on the review file detail screen.

► Data editing must be done before the Dean Staff clicks “Annotation,” “Disagree,” or “As
Proposed,” or the ability to make data changes will be lost.
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When the Dean Staff clicks “Edit Data,” a pop-up window will appear with a choice of data
types to edit. (In this case, only the Department Recommendation data is available to edit.)
The Dean Staff will click the button next to a data type to select it, and then click “Edit Selected.”

3. The “Proposed” data screen will appear, and the Dean Staff can correct the data as needed.
4. After the Dean Staff corrects the data and clicks “Save Status,” a new pop-up window, “Data
Edit Annotations,” will appear. Here the Dean Staff can enter an annotation about what has
been corrected, explaining the reason and showing who made the correction. The annotation
should include the Dean Staff name, telephone extension, and the date of the correction. When
the annotation is complete, the Dean Staff will click “Save” to return to the review file detail
screen.
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Annotating the file
1. If annotations are needed, the Dean Staff will click “Annotation” on the review file detail screen.
► Annotations must be done before the Dean Staff clicks “Disagree” or “As Proposed,” or
the ability to make annotations will be lost.
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a. The Dean Staff will then see the following screen and will click “Add Annotation.” Note that
the annotation for the data edit already entered on the File Summary is listed under Content
Type.

2. To make an annotation, the Dean Staff will first select the document to be annotated (the
Sabbatical Report, in this example) from a drop-down menu of file documents.
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3. The document selected will appear in the “Type” field, and the Dean Staff will enter the page
number on which the error was found. The Dean Staff should briefly describe the error and
provide the correct information, and then click “Add to List.”
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4. The document names and the page numbers of annotated items will appear under the “Content
Type” and “Page No.” headings at the top of the annotation screen.
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(Note that the page number should be the one in the actual document. It does not refer to the
placement of the page within the bundled PDF. For example, the bundled PDF might be 120
pages long, and the sabbatical report might be on pages 89–91 of the bundle, but if an error is
found on page 2 of the sabbatical report, the page number listed in the annotation should be
page 2.)
To add further annotations, the Dean Staff will click “Add More” and repeat the process.

5. To edit annotations before or after saving them, the Dean Staff will click the “Edit” button for the
appropriate annotation. The document type and page number cannot be changed.
► Note: you cannot edit File Summary comments, as they are the result of data corrections, not
document corrections.
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6. When all annotations have been made, the Dean Staff will click “Save” to save the annotations
and automatically return to the review file detail screen.
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7. To add further annotations, the Dean Staff can again click “Annotation” on the review file detail
screen.

8. A modified version of the Annotations screen will appear, with a different button (“Add
Annotations”) at the bottom (compare to button in step 4 above). The Dean Staff will click “Add
Annotation” to add a new annotation, following the steps above.
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9. The Dean Staff will then click “Save” to exit the Annotations screen and return to the review file
detail screen.

► Annotations will appear at the bottom of the table of contents in the Department view of the
bundled file (not shown here).
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Divisional Committee Review
When a file is first accepted for Dean’s review, the dean must first determine if a divisional review
committee should review the file prior to determining the dean’s recommendation. Before assigning a
committee to a file, you must create a committee.
Creating Committees
1. Enter the committee list screen by selecting the “Committees” tab or by clicking on the
“Committees” hyperlink on the homepage.

2. Click the “Create New Committee” button.

3. Enter the committee’s name.
4. Select the appropriate committee type:
a. Ad Hoc: a case specific committee that may only be assigned to one review file.
b. Standing: a permanent committee with a fixed annual membership that may be assigned to
multiple review files. Temporary membership changes, such as recusing a member, may be
done on a case-by-case basis without affecting the committee’s fixed membership.
5. If you are assigned to a dean staff role for multiple divisions/units, select the division for which you
are creating the committee.
6. Select Confidentiality type:
a. Non-confidential: the candidate knows the committee membership and therefore, the
committee report is not redacted and is automatically provided to the candidate. The
majority of standing committees are non-confidential committees.
b. Confidential: membership is unknown to the candidate and the committee report will be
redacted when the candidate requests a copy. The majority of ad hoc committees are
confidential committees.
7. Select a recommendation data requirement:
a. Yes: Allows you to enter committee recommendation data, similar to entering dean
recommendation data, which will display on file summary page 2 in the pdf file bundle.
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b. No: Data entry will not be enabled for this committee.
8. Click the “add member(s)” button.

9. Search for members by name, title/series, or unit (or any combination of fields). You have the
option to add academics from outside of your division/unit to each committee, so you may find it
helpful to limit the search to the academics within your division/unit if it not your divisional practice
to involve outside committee members.
10. Select desired individuals by clicking the checkbox next to their name and click the “Add” button.
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11. Optional-designate a “Chair” member in the membership value column.
12. Click the “Save” button.

Assigning Committees
1. Enter the review file list by selecting the “Review Files” tab or by clicking the “Review Files”
hyperlink on the homepage.
2. Click the Candidate’s name to open the review file details screen.
3. Accept the file for Dean Review by selecting “Accept for Dean Review” in the file action drop down
menu and click the “Confirm” button. Click “Confirm” on the pop-up window.
4. Scroll down to the “Dean Review-Committee Review” section of the screen and click “Assign
Committee”.
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5. Select the committee that you wish to assign to the file from the pop-up window. Selecting a
committee will expand the committee’s membership and provide you the option to recuse members
of the committee from reviewing the file. To recuse a member, uncheck the box next to their name
and their name will be stricken through. If you wish to add members to the committee, you must do
so within the committee details screen.

6. If you are not ready to notify the committee to review the file, click the “Save” button to assign the
committee to the file. When you are ready to notify the committee that the file is ready for review,
click the “Notify” hyperlink located next in the committee’s section on the file details page.
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If you are ready to notify the committee to review the file, click the “Save & Notify” button. The
committee notification pop up screen will display all committee members that will be notified.

8. Click the “Send” button.
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The committee status will now show up as “In Review” on the file details page. There will also be links
to end the committee’s access to the file, re-notify the committee, unassign the committee, enter
recommendation data (if selected as “Yes” when creating the committee” and to upload unredacted and
redacted (if a confidential committee) reports.

Dean’s review for decision as final authority
When a normal merit file is accepted for the Dean’s review, the Dean must determine whether he
or she agrees or disagrees with the proposed action. If the Dean agrees, a final action letter will
be issued (see details below). If the Dean disagrees, the file becomes a contested merit and
must be submitted for Campus review and a decision by the EVC. (See page E-1.)

1. In this scenario, the Dean agrees with the proposed action, so the Dean Staff will click “As
Proposed” on the review file detail screen.
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2. The Proposed Status screen will appear. The Dean Staff should check the information for
accuracy and then click “As Proposed” at the bottom of the screen to verify that the data is
correct and the Dean approves the proposed action.
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4. The Dean Staff will then be directed to upload the Dean’s final action letter. This letter is
created and converted to a PDF file outside Review. There will be an Upload button on the
screen, and the upload process will be the same as for all other file documents.

5. Note that if the Dean uploads the final action letter, the letter will be signed automatically. If the
Dean Staff uploads the letter, unsigned, the Dean Staff has the option to notify the Dean to sign
the letter via the “Notify” link on the file details page.

6. There will now be a message box on the Dean Staff review file detail screen indicating that the
Dean has been notified to sign the final action letter.
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7. The Dean’s review file detail screen will show that the letter is waiting for the Dean’s signature.
Note that either the Dean or Dean Staff can revise, replace, or delete the final action letter, if
needed, but only the Dean can sign the letter. The Dean will click “Sign” to do so.

8. The following screen will appear, and the Dean will click “Confirm.”

9. The review file detail screen will then show that the final action letter has been signed.
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10. After the Dean has signed the final action letter, the Dean Staff will notify the department of
the Dean Final Action via the File Actions drop-down menu.
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12. The Dean or Dean Staff (and any other role with access to the review file) can click “View
File Tracking” on the review file detail screen above to see a list of all actions taken on this
Candidate’s file to date, as shown below.
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13. Any role except Candidate and Candidate Alternate can also click on “Certs & Notifs” on the
review file detail screen to see listings of the certifications and notifications for the Candidate’s
file.
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14. The following notification will be sent by the Dean’s office to the Department Chair, with a cc: to
Department Staff.

15. A message will appear on the review file detail screen directing the Department Staff to notify
the Candidate that the final action letter is available.

► 16.Outside Review, the department should inform the Candidate of the final results of the review in
whatever way it prefers (e.g., the department may invite the Candidate to meet with the
Department Chair to discuss the final decision). This should be done before providing the
Candidate access to the final action letter.
17. After the final action has been communicated to the Candidate outside Review, you must
provide the Candidate access to the final action letter before the file can be completed and
moved to the Post Audit stage. On the “File Actions” menu, select “Notify Candidate: Final
Action Letter” and click “Confirm.”
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18. You will see the following notification to the Candidate. You can add further information in the
message box at the bottom of the screen and then click “Send.”
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19. The Candidate can click the Review Files tab to open the Review Files screen.

20. Since the Candidate’s file will be in “Post Audit and Store” at this point and won’t be visible on
the Review Files screen, the Candidate must click on “Show all files” to display a list of his or
her completed review files.
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21. The Candidate can now click on his or her file to view the review file detail screen.

22. On the review file detail screen, the Candidate should select “Candidate” on the File Type dropdown menu and click the View button to access the Candidate’s view of the bundled file. The
Candidate can then select the Final Action Letter in the Bookmarks or Table of Contents.

Addendum: Managing Divisional Review Committees
Below you will find more information on managing committees.

Editing Committees
1. Enter the committee list screen by selecting the “Committees” tab or by clicking the “Committees”
hyperlink on the homepage.
2. Click the “Edit” icon located on the committee’s row on the committee list screen.

You may also click on the committee’s name to bring up the committee details page and click the “edit”
button.
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3. Update any previously selected properties (i.e. committee name, type, confidentiality, and unit).
4. Delete members by clicking the trash icon next to their name, if necessary.
5. Add new members by clicking the “Add member(s)” button. Search for members by name,
title/series, or unit (or any combination of fields), select desired members, and click the “Add”
button.
6. Optional-Update committee member’s membership value.
7. After making the appropriate edits, click the “Save” button.

Changes to the committee will appear in the committee properties change log.
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Deleting Committees
Reminder: committees may only be deleted after all assigned review files have reached Post
Audit & Store.
1. Enter the committee list screen by selecting the “Committees” tab or by clicking the “Committees”
hyperlink on the homepage.
2. Click the “Delete” icon located on the committee’s row on the committee list screen.

You may also click on the committee’s name to bring up the committee details page and click the
“Delete” button.

3. Click the “delete” button on the confirmation pop-up window.
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Assigning Committees from the Committee Details Page
1. Enter the committee list screen by selecting the “Committees” tab or by clicking the “Committees”
hyperlink on the homepage.
2. Click on the committee name hyperlink to enter the committee details screen.
3. Click on the “Files” tab on the committee details page.
4. Within the “File(s) Pending Notification” section, click the “Assign File” button.

5. Select the file that you wish to assign to the committee from the pop-up window. You may need to
limit your search by file name, department, or file status prior to files displaying in the pop-up
window.
6. Click the “Add” button.
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7. You will return to the committee details page where the assigned file will now appear in the “File(s)
Pending Notification” section on the “Files” tab.
8. To notify the committee that the review file is ready for their review, check the box next to the file
name.
9. Click the “Package File(s) and Notify” button.

10. The committee notification pop up screen will display all committee members that will be notified.
Enter any relevant information in the provided supplemental text box and click the “Send” button.
11. You will return to the committee details page where the file will now appear in the “File(s) in
Review” section on the “Files” tab.
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Section E – Campus Review
This section contains:
Dean’s review and recommendation when Dean is not the final authority ........................................... E-1
Department’s response to request for additional information or prelim ................................................ E-5
Candidate’s certification of additional materials ................................................................................ E-12
Submitting the department’s prelim response to the Dean ................................................................ E-16
Dean’s letter commenting on the department’s response to the prelim ............................................. E-16

Dean’s review and recommendation when Dean is not the final authority
If the Dean does not have final authority for the action proposed, he or she will review the file and make
a recommendation that will be added to the file for the EVC’s consideration. In the scenario below, the
Dean does not support a proposed normal merit, so the case becomes a contested merit, and the EVC
has final authority.
1. Changing a normal merit to a contested merit
When the Dean disagrees with a proposed normal merit, the Dean’s office will notify the
department outside AP On-Line, and will change the file type to “Contested Merit” in Review.
a. To do so, the Dean Staff will click “Disagree” on the review file detail screen to switch to
Campus Review.
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b. The Final Action Data screen will appear. The Dean Staff will enter data reflecting the
Dean’s recommendation and will change the action to “Contested Merit.” (See next page for
example of completed screen.)

c. Below is an example of a completed Final Action Data screen. The asterisked fields must
be completed in order to save the screen.
Note that in this example, the Dean recommends an upward modification to a merit with a
bonus offscale, but any disagreement with the normal merit originally proposed by the
department makes the case a contested merit.
The Offscale box is checked, which expands the salary fields to include market and bonus
offscale salary options. “Merit - Contested” is selected on the drop-down Action menu.
Clicking “Save” saves the new data.
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2. Uploading the Dean’s recommendation letter
Note that there is an asterisk next to the “Disagree” link. This is intended to serve as a reminder to
the Dean and Dean Staff that the Dean disagreed with the action proposed by the Department.
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a. The Dean’s recommendation letter must be created and converted to a PDF outside
Review.
b. When the letter has been uploaded, a message will direct the user to submit the file to
the EVC or notify the Dean to sign the letter.

c. Select “Submit file to EVC” on the File Actions drop-down menu and click “Confirm.”

b. On the subsequent screen (not shown), the Dean Staff will click “Confirm” to verify that the
file is being submitted to the EVC for review by CAP and a decision by the EVC.
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Department’s response to request for additional information or prelim
Following CAP’s review, the EVC may request additional information, issue a preliminary decision, or
do both in succession. The request for additional information and/or the preliminary decision will be
communicated to the department via the Dean.
This manual contains only the screens and instructions for the Department’s and Dean’s responses to a
preliminary assessment (“prelim”), because the steps for responding to a request for additional
information are very similar, with similar screens and notifications.
The scenario for the following prelim process is that the department has proposed a normal merit
advancement from Associate Professor, Step II, to Associate Professor, Step III. The dean has
recommended a normal merit with the addition of a half-step bonus offscale salary component instead,
and CAP agrees, so the EVC’s preliminary assessment is that an upward modification to a normal merit
with a new bonus off-scale salary component is warranted. The department does not feel the bonus
offscale is justified, so it rebuts the prelim and reiterates its original proposed action (normal merit, no
bonus offscale).
1. Dean is informed of prelim
a. When the EVC’s prelim letter has been uploaded, the Dean will receive a notification that a
prelim has been issued and will be directed to provide access to the department. Below is
the e-mail notification the Dean will receive.
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b. The review file detail screen will display a message directing the Dean to forward the prelim
to the department. The Dean Staff will click “Forward prelim assessment to Dept” on the
File Actions drop-down menu and then click “Confirm.”

c. The notification to the department will appear. The Dean Staff can add instructions in the
message box at the bottom of the screen and then click “Send.”
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2. Department uploads response to prelim
a. Below is the prelim notification the Department will receive.
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b. There will be a message on the review file detail screen directing the department to upload a
response to the prelim.

c. Outside Review, the department must prepare a letter responding to the prelim, along with
any supporting materials it wishes to send as part of its response.
You will need to create PDFs of these documents to upload into the review file.
d. Note that there is no “Upload” link yet on the line for the response to the prelim. The
choices at this point are “As Proposed” (which means the department continues to
recommend the same action it proposed originally), “Disagree” (which means that the
department does not accept the prelim, but now disagrees with its own original proposed
action and is proposing a different action), and “Accept Prelim” (which means the
department accepts the EVC’s preliminary decision).
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The following three pages show you the screens you would see if you clicked on each of
the three options.

e. Clicking “As Proposed” would bring up the Proposed Status screen. The data reflects the
department’s original proposal (normal merit). You would check the data for accuracy and
click “As Proposed” to verify that it is correct and return to the review file detail screen.
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Clicking “Disagree” would bring up the Recommendation Data screen. Information
regarding the department’s new proposed action would be filled in by the Department Staff
on the “Recommendation” side of the screen. As an aid to filling in this data, the “Proposed
Status” side of the screen shows the data for the department’s initial proposed action.
After filling in the Recommendation data, you would click Save to return to the review file
detail screen.

g. Clicking “Accepting Prelim” would bring up the Accepting Prelim Assessment screen.
You would check the data to ensure that it reflects the action the department is accepting
and then click “Save” to return to the review file detail screen.
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h. In this scenario, the department stands by its initial proposed action, so you would click “As
Proposed.”
i.

Since the department is reiterating its original proposed action, the Proposed Status screen
will show the data for that action. Verify that the information is correct and click “As
Proposed.”

j.

Upload links now appear on the lines for the department’s response to the prelim and
supporting documents. The Upload button for the Referee ID List remains available in case
supporting documents include new external referee letters.
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k. When you have uploaded the supporting documents, the review file detail screen will
show that they have been uploaded, the date they were uploaded, and the name of the
person who uploaded them. Note that the documents can be reordered if necessary.

Candidate’s certification of additional materials
1. Department notifies Candidate to sign cert
After the department’s response letter is uploaded, the review file detail screen will display a
message directing the Department Staff to notify candidate to sign the Additional Materials
Cert or notify Chair to sign letter.

a. You will see the following notification to the candidate. You can add supplemental
instructions in the message box and then click “Send.” (Note that in this example, the
Department Chair is the role sending the notification and has included his name in the
message box.)
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2. Candidate inspects the file and signs certification
a. Below is the e-mail notification the Candidate receives.
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b. A message on the review file detail screen will direct the Candidate to sign the additional
materials certification.
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c. The Candidate should view the departmental response to the prelim before signing the
certification, then click “Sign” to access the certification. (Refer to pages C-22 – C-23 for
steps for viewing the bundled file.)

d. In the certification form, the Candidate will check “I accept” and can click the Browse button
to upload a response to the additional materials, if desired. (This response is created and
converted to a PDF outside Review.) The name of the document uploaded will appear below
the Browse button. The Candidate will then click “Confirm” to electronically sign the
certification and return to the review file detail screen.

e. The review file detail screen will show that the cert has been signed.
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Submitting the department’s prelim response to the Dean
After the Candidate has signed the Certification of Additional Materials, there will be a message on the
review file detail screen directing you to submit the file with the prelim response to the Dean. Select
“Submit file to Dean” on the File Actions drop-down menu and click “Confirm.”

Dean’s letter commenting on the department’s response to the prelim
1. After the department uploads its response to the prelim and resubmits the file to the Dean, the
file status becomes “Dean Review following prelim pending.” The Dean’s office must again
inspect the file and either accept it or return it to the department for corrections. In this scenario,
the Dean’s office is accepting the file as is.
a. The Dean Staff will select “Accept for Dean Review” on the File Actions drop-down menu
and click Confirm.

b. On the subsequent screen (not shown), the Dean Staff will click “Confirm” to verify that the
file is being accepted.
3. The Dean Staff can annotate the file if necessary (as described on pages D-11 – D-17) and the
Dean will then review the file to determine his or her recommendation.
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•

If the Dean now decides to support the action originally proposed by the department, the
Dean Staff will choose “As Proposed.”

•

If the Dean still disagrees with the action originally proposed by the department and
accepts the EVC’s preliminary decision, the Dean Staff will choose “Disagree.”

a. In this example, the department is reiterating its original proposed action, and the Dean now
supports it, so the Dean Staff will click “As Proposed.”

b. The Proposed Status Screen will appear. The Dean Staff should verify that the information
is correct and then click “As Proposed” to confirm the Dean’s response and return to the
review file detail screen.

► Note: If the Dean accepts the preliminary decision (and the Dean Staff therefore clicks
“Disagree” to indicate disagreement with the action originally proposed by the department),
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a Recommendation Data screen will appear that will contain empty fields. The Dean Staff
will need to fill in the information for the action that is stated in the preliminary decision, as
this is what the Dean now recommends (same steps as on page E-15).

c. On the review file detail screen, there will now be an “Upload” link for the Dean’s response.
The Dean Staff will upload the Dean’s letter regarding the department’s response to the
prelim and may also upload any supporting documents.
► Note that any supporting documents must be uploaded first, because the Upload link
for supporting documents will be lost if the Dean’s response letter is uploaded first.

d. The review file detail screen will display a message directing the user to submit the file to
the EVC. The Dean Staff will select “Submit file to EVC” on the File Actions drop-down
menu and click “Confirm.”

e. On the subsequent screen (not shown), the Dean Staff will again click “Confirm” to verify
the action and return to the review file detail screen.
f.

Note that after the file is submitted to the EVC, only the Dean, APO, and the EVC will be
able to see the second page of the File Summary screen:
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Section F – EVC’S Action as Final Authority
This section covers:
CAP reconsideration and EVC final decision ...................................................................................... F-1
Notification to Dean of EVC final decision ........................................................................................... F-1
Dean’s notification to department ........................................................................................................ F-2
Department’s notification to Candidate ............................................................................................... F-4

CAP reconsideration and EVC final decision
When the file is submitted for the EVC’s final decision, the CAP Review section of the review file detail
screen will be expanded. CAP will reconsider the file and make its final recommendation to the EVC,
who will render the final decision. The steps completed by CAP and the EVC are not shown in this
Manual.

Notification to Dean of EVC final decision
1. When the EVC’s final action letter is uploaded, a notification will be sent to the Dean and Dean
Staff roles.
Below is the notification they will receive.
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Dean’s notification to department
The review file detail screen will display a message directing the Dean or Dean Staff to forward the
completed file, which includes the EVC’s final action letter, to the department. In this example, the
Dean will do so.
1. The Dean will select “Notify Dept of Final Action Letter” on the File Actions drop-down menu and
click “Confirm.”
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2. The following notification to the department will appear, and the Dean can add instructions in
the message box and then click “Send.”
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Department’s notification to Candidate
1. When the department receives the notification above from the Dean, it should inform the
Candidate of the decision outside of Review before providing access to the final action letter.
2. On the review file detail screen, there will be a message directing the user (Department
Chair/Department Staff) to notify the Candidate of the final action. In this example, the
Department Chair will do so.
3. On the File Actions drop-down menu, the Department Chair will select “Notify Candidate Final
Action Letter” and click “Confirm.”

4. The Candidate will see the following e-mail notification from the Department Chair.

► If the candidate is not provided access to the final action letter within two weeks after the letter
is uploaded, Review will generate an automatic notification to the Department Chair and Dean,
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with a cc: to the Department Staff, Dean Staff, and APO roles. The notification will be
repeated every two weeks until access is provided.

►This manual does not show the steps for processing of the file by CAP and the EVC.

However, the
sample File Tracking screen below shows the file review status points for a completed EVC
authority file, allowing you to see the process that occurs after the Dean submits the file to the EVC.

The file review status points on the File Tracking screen are listed in reverse chronological order. In
this example, they start at the point where the file has been accepted for the Dean’s review. (The
prior status points do appear on the screen, but were not captured in this screen shot.)
You can see the progress of the file through CAP’s review, the issuance of a preliminary
assessment, the department’s response to the prelim, CAP’s reconsideration of the file, and the
final action
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Appendix 1 – Home Screens for Different Roles
The content of the AP On-Line Review home screen varies from role to role. Because this manual is
intended primarily for departmental academic personnel staff, the Department Staff home screen is the
default. The home screens for other roles are shown below.

Candidate home screen
The Candidate can click “Review Files” to go to the screen where his or her review file is listed (or
can be created), or can click “Access Rights” to designate one or more Candidate Alternates (see
Appendix 2). “External Tools” provides a link to the Academic Personnel Services website.

Department Chair home screen
The Department Chair can click “Review Files” on the home screen to open a list of review files,
including his or her own file if a review is due.
Note that the Department Chair’s home screen offers the “Access Rights” option for use when the
chair is a candidate for review and may wish to designate a Candidate Alternate.
Also, the Department Chair role can create departmental review committees and have access to the
AP Data Management System, so they have the appropriate tabs available for that purpose.
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Dean Staff home screen
On the Dean Staff home screen, three links are available: “Review Files” (a link to the list of files ready
for review or in process), “Committees”, and “AP Data” (a link to the AP Data Management System)

Dean home screen
The Dean’s home screen includes links for “Review Files”, “Access Rights”, “Committees” and “AP
Data”. The Dean will use Access Rights when he or she is a candidate for review.
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CAP and EVC screens are not shown in this manual.
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Appendix 2 – Candidate Designates Candidate Alternate(s)
1. On the Candidate home screen, the Candidate can click “Review Files” to go to the screen
where his or her review file is listed (or can be created), or can click “Access Rights” to
designate one or more Candidate Alternates.

2. If the Candidate clicks “Access Rights,” the following screen will appear. The Candidate
will click “Add Alternates.”
Note: The Candidate can specify an access expiration date for the Candidate Alternate.
Otherwise, access expires by default when the Candidate signs the Certification of
Departmental Review.

3. The Candidate can either enter the Alternate’s name in the box provided or perform a search by
following the instructions on the screen.
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Appendix 3 – Document Scanning Guidelines
1. Turn the “searchable text” option off (this is also referred to as Optical Character Recognition or
OCR). If OCR is on, the PDF will be too large to be uploaded in Review, and it would be too
large for most browsers to open.

► Note:

Whenever possible, it is best to convert a Word document into a PDF than to scan a
document and convert it to a PDF. A Word document that has been converted is searchable; a
scanned document is not.

2. Unless color is absolutely necessary, always scan in black and white.
• 300 dpi (dots per inch) provides better readability
• 200 dpi is better for limiting document size, but text may not be clear
3. If color is necessary, either of the settings below is acceptable, but the first option is best for
keeping document size to a minimum.
• Full color scanning: 200 dpi
• Scan with desired color settings and dpi, but reduce the file size in Adobe Acrobat by clicking
Reduce File Size on the Document menu (see screen shot below).
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Appendix 4 – Candidate’s Certifications
1. Certification of Departmental Review
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2. Certification of Departmental Committee Report Access
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3. Certification of Departmental Recommendation Access
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Appendix 5 – Handling of Fourth-Year Appraisals
An appraisal is normally conducted in the fourth year of an Assistant-level candidate’s appointment in
order to evaluate his or her achievements and potential for promotion to the Associate level. An
appraisal may be coupled with a review for a regular action, or it may be conducted as a stand-alone
action. (In the example below, the appraisal occurs at the same time as a review for a reappointment
and merit.)
If conducted at the same time as an academic review, the appraisal is formally documented in the
review file. If the appraisal is conducted a stand-alone action, the process is the same except where
noted, but you would choose just “Appraisal” as the action code, and the file name (circled below)
would be “YELLOW, Candidate – Appraisal – 07_01_15.” In either case, “Appraisal” must be part of
the action code or you will not see the necessary screens.
Entering the faculty vote, appraisal vote, and proposed status data
You must notify Voting Faculty to review the file (see pages C-28 through C-34). Eligible faculty will
vote separately on the proposed review action and the appraisal rating for the candidate and will report
the votes to you outside AP On-Line.
1. After you have notified Voting Faculty to review the file, a “Vote” link and a “Proposed” link will
appear on the File Summary line on the review file detail screen. You should enter the votes
first to end Voting Faculty access to the file.
2. When you have been informed of the faculty votes, click “Vote” to open the Department Vote
form.
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This is the screen you will see.
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3. Enter the Review/Promotion vote and Appraisal vote (or just the Appraisal vote, if the appraisal
is conducted as a stand-alone action), along with an explanation of any abstentions or absences
in the boxes provided, and then click “Insert Department Vote” at the bottom of the screen. This
will return you to the review file detail screen.
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4. On the review file detail screen, click “Proposed” to open the Proposed Status form.
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5. On the Proposed Status form, some of the “Present Status” fields will have been populated
automatically. Check carefully to make sure this data is correct.
► If it is not correct, stop work on the file and contact Academic Personnel Services to get the data
corrected before proceeding.

6. Under “Present Status,” fill in the number of years the candidate will have served at his or her
present rank and step as of the next June 30, and fill in the “as of” year (note the required
format).
7. Under “Proposed Status,” fill in the information as instructed on pages C38 – C39. (If the
appraisal is conducted as a stand-alone action, the “Present Status” and “Proposed Status”
data—including title, rank, step, salary, and percentage of time--should be the same.)
► Note that this is the final opportunity for the department to correct the proposed action and other
data if it was entered incorrectly or if the proposed action has changed since the file was
created.
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Handling of Fourth-Year Appraisals

8. In the “Appraisal” field, use the drop-down menu to select the appropriate appraisal rating based
on the faculty vote. In this example, the vote is “Favorable w/ Reservations.” Click “Save
Status” at the bottom of the screen when data entry is complete. You will be returned to the
review file detail screen, where you can continue processing the file.
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